SCALIT Y

Cloud-Native
Object Storage for
Modern Applications

Key Features
Application &
Management APIs

• Comprehensive S3 API, including
full I M implementation
• Streamlined, intuitive User
Interface
• Prometheus API

Scalability
An extremely simple, lightweight yet advanced platform
addressing small footprints at the edge, to scale-out
deployments at the core or in the cloud, with the data availability
persistence storage requirements of containerized applications
businesses are developing and deploying. ARTESCA is based on
Scality’s long-standing experience and established track record
of supporting the world’s largest companies, understanding
their need to evolve their businesses to meet the needs of the
21st century and beyond.
With the digital transformation
going full steam, organizations
are challenged by the complexity
and cost of the underlying data
they need to harness in order
to stay competitive, and the
burden of managing it through its
lifecycle across multiple clouds.
point in how infrastructure
and data are managed.
With the emergence of new
workloads in AI/ML, Business
Intelligence, Big Data Analytics,
in-memory databases, and brand
applications need faster access
to massive amounts of data—data
that is created everywhere—in the
cloud, at the edge, and on prem. A
fresh approach to data delivery is
essential, one that is applicationcentric, rather than location or
technology-centric. Application
owners and developers need a
universal data layer that allows
application and data portability
across environments (on-premises,

in the cloud or at the edge), with
API-based access that is natural
for cloud-native apps. This gives
them fast and uniform data access
without the expense, time or
resources needed to migrate and
move data for application use.

• Scales out organically from singlenode to web-scale

Data Protection

• Async replication to remote
instance
• Dual-layer erasure coding for
highest levels of data durability with
lowest overhead and improved
performance
• Distributed erasure codes protect
across servers
• Local repair codes protect within a
single server

Performance

• Fast, application-centric primary
storage for new or emerging
workloads
• High performance with ultra-low
latency and scale-out to 10s of GB/s
throughput

Cloud-Native

Cloud-native applications are
fundamentally transforming IT
culture and how IT resources
are deployed and consumed,

• Fully containerized, Kubernetesbased architecture
• Supports multiple Kubernetes
distributions as well as bare-metal
deployments

underlying data infrastructure.
This represents a fundamental

Multi-Cloud Aware

infrastructure is managed,
particularly the underlying
data foundation. The microservices nature of application
service delivery in a cloud-native
environment demands a degree
of adaptability, portability, and
storage solutions. Fast access to
data, regardless of where it lives,
is essential for this new generation
of cloud-native, data-intensive
applications, with data processing

•

management and metadata search
in a single pane of glass
• Federated cloud data management
with a global namespace

• Adaptive and sustainable across
future platforms and technology
innovations
• No silos, forklift upgrades or data
migration
• Deployed on industry-standard x86
storage servers (no vendor lock-in,
optimal TCO)

Datasheet

increasingly happening at the
edge. Moreover, the emergence
of Kubernetes as a standard and
portable deployment platform
for apps and infrastructure
fundamentally changes how
storage will be delivered.
Modern object storage is solving
these challenges. It is the
natural and optimal choice for
persistent data storage for today’s
the right balance of speed, scale,
and portability that applications
Client Application
& Users

need to deliver services faster
the data center or at the edge.
lightweight, enterprise-grade
object storage software, purposebuilt for the demands of new
cloud-native applications. It can
start small on a single server and
scale out easily in performance
and capacity as needs grow.
Application owners and DevOps
data storage infrastructures

Client Management
Infrastructure

from anywhere, without being
forced into becoming storage
experts. Providing comprehensive
with built-in geo-replication and
federated data management for
needed by today’s most dataintensive cloud applications, and
enables a global view and smartlifecycle control of data across
on-premises & cloud storage so
application owners and developers
can realize faster time to value.

Client System
Administration

S3/IAM APIs

Data Services

MGMT
APIs

Storage Services MGMT
APIs

Container Platform MGMT
APIs

Operating System MGMT
APIs
User Interface

centric, developer-friendly, and
with which to successfully deploy
this emerging breed of cloud-native,
AI/ML, analytics, and in-memory
workloads, aimed at developer who
want to achieve unparalleled scale,

for
ightweight,
these modern apps.
easy to deploy object storage solution
designed for cloud apps, it
and manage
data no matter where
class, fullycontainerized object

storage solution that transforms how
data is managed and delivered in a
cloud-native world. It can scale out
to limitless capacity, with lightningfast agility, to run in any environment
where data needs to be delivered
and processed -- in the cloud, in
the data center or at the edge.

ABOUT SCALITY
data in on-premises, hybrid and multi-cloud environments. With Scality RING and ARTESCA, our modern approach to
managing data across the enterprise accelerates business insight for sound decisions and maximum return on investment
without compromise. To compete in a data-driven economy, IT leaders and application developers put trust in long-term
investments with Scality to build sustainable and adaptable solutions. Scality is recognized as a leader by Gartner and IDC.
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